A demodulation scheme with a resolution of 0.78 MHz for FBG sensors is proposed and demonstrated. A FBG sensor system for weight measurement is constructed. A measurement resolution of 0.42 mg is achieved.
Introduction
Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) [1] sensors attract much attention for strain, pressure, vibration, temperature and electrical current measurement [2] [3] [4] [5] due to its high sensitivity, electromagnetic immunity and multiplexing capability. However, because the state-of-the-art demodulation technique for FBG sensors can only be applied when the wavelength shifts are larger than tens or hundreds of MHz, the potentiality of the FBG for extremely-highresolution measurement is not explored. For example, the narrowest FBG fabricated to date has a 3-dB bandwidth of 9 MHz [6] , which is smaller than the resolution of the conventional demodulation techniques. Thus, high-resolution demodulation methods are highly desirable.
In this paper, a high-resolution demodulation scheme based on high-resolution optical vector network analysis (OVNA) is demonstrated. Owing to the high resolution of the OVNA, the resolution of the FBG sensor can get obvious improvement. In the experiment, the resolution of the OVNA is 0.78 MHz which is much smaller than that of the conventional Fabry-Pérot interferometer. Based on the proposed demodulation scheme, a resolution of 0.42 mg is achieved for the FBG weight sensor. Fig. 1 shows a typical configuration of the OSSB-based OVNA for FBG demodulation. An optical carrier from a tunable laser source (TLS) is modulated by a RF signal from an electrical vector network analyzer (EVNA) at a phase modulator (PM). The modulated signal is shaped by an optical filter to generate an OSSB probe signal. After propagating through the FBG sensor, the probe signal is converted to a RF signal by a photodetector (PD). The detected RF signal is received and processed by the EVNA, to obtain the magnitude and phase responses of the FBG. Assume the OSSB probe signal is
Theory analysis
where E 0 and E 1 are the complex amplitudes of the optical carrier and the sideband, respectively, ω o and ω e are the angular frequencies of the optical carrier and the RF signal.
In the FBG sensor, the phase and magnitude of the carrier and the sideband of the probe signal would be changed according to the transmission response of the FBG. After the FBG, the optical signal can be written as
where H()=H DUT ()·H system (), H DUT () is the response of the FBG, and H system () is the response of the demodulation system. After the square-law detection in the PD, we obtain
where  is the responsivity of the PD, E D (t) is the reverse Fourier transform of E D (), given by
In the OSSB-based OVNA, the phase-magnitude detector only responds to the component with the same frequency of the reference signal, i.e.  e , so we have
Based on (6), the transmission response of the FBG can be achieved, given by
In order to eliminate the influence of the response of the measurement system, a calibration method can be applied. For instance, one can connect the two test ports directly, i.e. HDUT()=1, so the response of the measurement system can be obtained,
As a result, the response of the DUT is achieved
Because the sweep of the frequency and the measurement of magnitude and phase responses are implemented in the electrical domain, and electrical instruments can have a resolution as low as sub-Hz, the resolution of the proposed demodulation scheme can be extremely high.
Experiment
A proof-of-concept experiment based on the setup shown in Fig. 1 is carried out. A 1549 .726-nm light from a TLS (Agilent, N7714A) is sent to a 40-GHz PM (OESPACE Inc.). A RF signal with a power of 15 dBm generated by an EVNA (Agilent, N5225A) is sent to the RF port of the PM. An optical filter is inserted to shape the phasemodulated signal to an OSSB signal. A cantilever-based FBG with a 3-dB bandwidth of 0.05-nm is used as the optical sensor. The signal after the FBG is detected by a 43-GHz PD with a responsivity of 0.65 A/W and then sent to the input port of the EVNA. The optical spectra of the optical signals are observed by an optical spectrum analyzer (AQ6370C). The optical spectra of the phase-modulated signal, response of the optical filter, and the generated OSSB probe signal. Fig. 2 shows the optical spectra of the phase-modulated signal, the transmission responses of the optical filter, and the OSSB probe signal when the frequency of the RF signal is 10 GHz. Fig. 3 shows the measured responses of the FBG when different weights are applied to the sensor. The measurement resolution of the responses of the FBG is 0.78 MHz. The center frequency of the notch is used to characterize the FBG sensor in the experiment. Fig. 4 shows the measured center frequency of the notches for different weights (dots). The relation between the weight and the center frequency of the notch is achieved by linear curve fitting. The slope is 0.5411 mg/MHz. Thus, the resolution of the FBG weight sensor can be reach 0.42 mg. Because of the frequency jitter of the TLS, there is considerable measurement error in From Fig. 4 . If the devices in this system is carefully selected, the measurement error can be controlled to an acceptable level. 
Conclusion
A demodulation scheme with high resolution for FBG sensors was demonstrated based on an OSSB-based OVNA. In the proof-of-concept experiment, the resolution of the proposed demodulation scheme reached 0.78 MHz. And the FBG weight sensor with the resolution of 0.42 mg is achieved.
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